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Abstract: In this paper a matrix separation of the variables method for solving initial-boundary value problems related 
to coupled systems of second-order partial differential equations i presented. In an analogous way to the uncoupled 
scalar case, an infinite series olution of the problem is given. Error bounds for approximate solutions obtained from 
truncation of the infinite series and the accuracy of this method are studied in terms of data problems. 
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1. Introduction 
Many physical systems cannot be described by a single partial differential equation but, in 
fact, are modeled by a system of coupled equations. So, the study of propagation of signals in a 
system of electrical cables led to the investigation of a system of linear partial differential 
equations. Some results related to these systems have been obtained in [2,4,5,10] and others. 
Coupled systems of linear partial differential equations also appear in the study of tempera- 
ture distribution in a composite heat conductor [3]. Numerical methods for solving such systems 
of partial differential equations may be found in [7,9,12]. Methods based on the transformation 
of the original system into a new system of independent equations may be found in [2,4,5,16]. 
Explicit solutions of initial-boundary value problems of systems of first-order partial differential 
equations are given in [15]. 
The aim of this paper is to find explicit solutions of coupled systems of second-order partial 
differential equations of the type 
U,=A2(Uxx+Uyy), 0<x<a,  0<y<b,  />0,  (1.1) 
U(0, y , t )=U(a ,  y, t )= U(x, O, t )= U(x, b, t)=O, t>~0, (1.2) 
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with initial conditions of the form 
U(x, y, 0)=f (x ,  y),  
Ut(x, y, O) =g(x ,  y),  
where the unknown U(x, y, t) and f (x,  y), g(x, y) take values in R m and 
A is an invertible symmetric matrix in R " ×" 
(1.3) 
(1.4) 
(1.5) 
We assume that f (x,  y) and g(x, y) are continuous and admit continuous partial derivatives up 
to fourth order with respect o both variables and 
i+j " " 
O f "0 a'+J/ (a, y), O'+Jg (x ,O)=- -  
~x iax j ( , Y) = 3x i 3x j ~X i ~X j 
for 0 ~< x ~< a, 0 ~<y ~< b. 
~i+jg ( x ,  b ), O <~ i, j <~ 4, 
3x i 3x j 
(1.6) 
Note that for the scalar case, m = 1, problem (1.1)-(1.4) describes the displacement of a 
rectangular vibrating membrane. 
The explicit solutions are of considerable interest both in explaining the physical phenomena 
and in checking results obtained by numerical methods. 
If C is a matrix in ~m×m, we denote by II c II its operator norm, defined as the square root of 
the maximum eigenvalue of CXC, where C a  `is the transpose matrix of C [13, p.41]. The set of all 
eigenvalues of C is denoted by a(C). 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a matrix separation of the variables 
method for solving the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.4), where an infinite vector series 
solution of the problem is given. Section 3 studies the error of approximate solutions obtained 
when we truncate the series solution, and the accuracy of the method is considered. 
2. An infinite series solution of the initial-boundary value problem 
Let us suppose we are looking for solutions u(x, y, t) of the homogeneous boundary value 
problem (1.1), (1.2), of the form 
u(x, y, t )=G( t )H(x )Q(y) ,  (2.1) 
where G(t) and H(x) lie in R m×m and Q(y) lies in R". Note that if k, p and ~, are real 
numbers uch that 
e2 =p2 + k 2, 
and G, H and Q satisfy 
G"(t) + v2AZG(t)=O, 
H" (x )+k2H(x)=O,  
Q" (y )+p2Q(y)=O,  
then 
H(O) = H(  a ) = O, O <~ x <~ a, 
Q(O) = Q(b) = O, 0 <~y <~ b, 
utt(x, y, t )=G"( t )H(x )Q(y) ,  
Uxx(X , y, t )=G( t )H" (x )Q(y) ,  
Uyy(X, y, t )=G( t )H(x )Q" (y ) ,  
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(2.4) 
(2.5) 
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and from (2.2)-(2.5) it follows that 
utt-A2(Uxx + Uyy) = - l ,2A2G(t)H(x)Q(y)  
-A2(G( t ) ( -k2H(x) )Q(y)  + G( t )H(x ) ( -p2Q(y) )}  
=A2(k 2 +pZ-~,2)G( t )H(x )Q(y)=O.  
Thus u defined by (2.1) satisfies (1.1) and it is clear from (2.4), (2.5) that the boundary value 
condition is satisfied. Now we will determine values of the parameters p, q and ~, so that 
equations (2.2)-(2.5) are satisfied by appropriate functions Q(y), H(x) and G(t) to be de- 
termined. 
If I denotes the identity matrix in R m ×,,, it is easy to show that, taking 
k = k i = i/rr j~r a ' P = P J = --ff ' i >_. l, j >~ l, 
the corresponding functions 
H i (x )=s in  T and Qj (y )=s in  c j, Cj~Nm, 
(2.6) 
(2.7) 
= ((i/a) 2 + (j/b)2)a/z~r, the are solutions of (2.4) and (2.5), respectively. Hence, taking u,.j 
condition (2.2) is satisfied and for arbitrary matrices C and D in R m×,,,, the expression 
Gi,j(t)=c°s(tAui,j)C+sin(tAvi,J )D' ~'i,J =~r +~b]  ] ' 
defines olutions of equation (2.3) with i, = ~'i,j- 
As equation (1.1) is linear, each finite series of the form 
F S 
V~,,(x, y, t )= Y'~ Y'. G, . j ( t )Hi(x)Qj(y ), r, s positive integers, 
i=1  j= l  
where H i and Qj are defined by (2.7), defines a solution of (1.1), (1.2). 
In an analogous way to the separation of the variables method of the scalar case, we may try 
to find a solution of (1.1)-(1.4) of the form 
U(x, y, t ) = Y'. ~ cos(tAPi ) . [ i~rxlsln[____d__ ) s in ( J~ I )c i ,  j 
i>~l j>~l (2.9) 
+ ~, Y'~sin(tAl'i,j) sin(i~--~ffl)sin(JV-~l)di.j, 
i>~l j>~l 
where ci, j and di, j are vectors in R" to be determined so that the initial conditions (1.3) and 
(1.4) are satisfied. 
Let us assume for a moment hat we can choose vectors ci. j and di, j such that the series (2.9) 
is convergent and can be derived pointwise with respect o the variable t. Then, by imposing the 
conditions (1.3) and (1.4), it follows that ci, j must satisfy 
f (x ,  y )=U(x ,  y, 0 )= Y'~ Y'~sin(i~rxI----a-) s in (~ -~ - )ci.j, (2.10) 
i>~1 j>~l 
g(x, y)= Ut(x, y, 0 )= Y'~ y,A~, i , js in( i~xI ,  (j~_~I) --- - / sin di,j. (2.11) 
i>~l j>~l 
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From (1.6), (2.10) and (2.11) and the theory of double Fourier series for the scalar case (see, for 
instance, [14]), and as matrices in( i~rxl/a ), sin(j~ryI/b) are diagonal, the series (2.10) and 
(2.11) are pointwise convergent to f(x, y) and g(x, y), respectively, if coefficients cid and d~,j 
are defined by 
4 [b(asin( i~rxI] s in ( J~) f (x  ' y )dx  dy, (2.12) 
Ci'j= -d'b Jo ao \ - ' - -~ ] 
4(A~i,j) -a b a i~rxI " 
dij=, ab f0 f0 sin( ----a-- ) s in (@)g(x ,y )dxdy .  (2.13) 
Thus, if we prove that the vector series (2.9) with coefficients ci, j and d~,j defined by (2.12) and 
(2.13), respectively, is well defined, i.e., is convergent and admits continuous second-order partial 
derivatives with respect o the variables x, y and t, then (2.9), (2.12), (2.13) defines a solution U 
of problem (1.1)-(1.4). 
Let t o > 0, let 3 be such that 0 < 3 < t o and let B(to, 3) = [0, a] x [0, b] X ]t 0 -  3, t o + 3[; 
then we will prove: 
(i) The series (2.9), (2.12), (2.13) is uniformly norm convergent and defines a continuous 
function in B(to, 3). 
(ii) The vector function U, defined by (2.9), (2.12), (2.13), admits continuous partial deriva- 
tives with respect o variables x, y and t and its partial derivatives may be obtained by 
termwise differentiation i the series which defines U. 
From [17, p.71], Fubini's theorem and hypothesis (1.6), the Fourier coefficients of f ix, y) and 
g(x, y) in double Fourier series atisfy the condition o(i-4j -4) when i, j ~ m. Hence, and from 
(2.12), (2.13), it follows that 
Ci,j=o((ij)--4), when i, j--* ~,  d~d=o((ij)-3), when i, j ~ ~.  (2.14) 
As A is a symmetric matrix in R ' 'x ' ,  from [6, p.561], all eigenvalues of A are real numbers 
and they have index one. Let o(A)= {X 1, X2,..., Xm); then from [6, Theorem 8, p.559], it 
follows that 
m m 
cos(/A~,~,j) = E cos(tXk~,~,j)E(X~), sin(tAt'i.j)= E sin(tXk~'i,j)E(Xk), (2.15) 
k=l  k=l  
where E(Xk) denotes the spectral projection associated with the eigenvalue X k of A. 
From (2.9) and (2.15), it is sufficient o prove properties (i) and (ii) for each of the series 
Vk(x' Y' t )=  ~ ]~-'COS(tXkl'i'j) sin(i~rxI----a-) sin(JV-~I) E(xk)ci,j' 
i>~l j>~l  (2.16) 
Wk(X, y, t )=  ~ Y"sin(tXkvi,j) sin(i~rxI--a--) s in (~-~)  E(xk)di ' j '  
i>~l j>~l 
where 1 ~< k ~< m. Note that, as the eigenvalues X k of A are real numbers, we have 
s in [T )  ~ 1, sin ~ 1, Isin(tXk1'i.j) l ~ 1, Icos(tXk~'~,j) I ~< 1, 
(2.17) 
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forall t>~0, x~[0 ,  a], y~[0 ,  b], i>_-1, j>~l , l<~k<~m.  
From (2.12)-(2.14), (2.16), (2.17) and the Weierstrass majorant criterion [1], it is clear that 
vector functions V k and Wk, defined by (2.16), are continuous in B(t o, 8) because the respective 
series converge uniformly in B(to, 8). 
Furthermore, by using the derivation theorem for functional series [1, Theorem 9.14], and 
taking into account hat the resulting series obtained from termwise partial derivatives up to 
second order with respect o variables x, y and t, are uniformly bounded in B(t o, ~), by a 
double numerical series whose general term a~j satisfies the property Ia~,j I = 0( i -2 j -2 ) ,  i, j 
oo, one concludes the existence of partial derivatives up to second order of the vector functions 
V~, and W~, defined by (2.16). Their partial derivatives are obtained by termwise partial 
derivatives in the corresponding series. 
Let us denote U~.j(x, y, t) = {cos(tA~,i,j) + sin(tA~,i,j)} sin(i~rxI/a) sin( j l ryI /b ); then, as the 
existence of the partial derivatives of U defined by (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13) is proved, it follows 
that 
Utt(x, y, t ) -A2(Uxx(X,  y, t )+  Uyy(X, y, t)) 
= ~ ~ {(Ui,j)tt-A2((Ui,J)xx-~  (Ui,j)yy)(X , y, t)} =0,  
i>~l j>~l 
because ach function U/,j satisfies (1.1) by construction. Furthermore, as each function U,.j 
satisfies (1.2), this condition also is satisfied by U(x, y, t). From the definition of coefficients 
c~,j and d~,j, the initial conditions (1.3) and (1.4) are satisfied. Thus the following theorem has 
been established. 
Theorem 1. Let us consider the initial-value problem (1.1)-(1.4), where A is an invertible symmetric 
matrix in R m×m and f (x ,  y), g(x, y) satisfy the condition (1.6). I f  ci. j, dog are defined by (2.12) 
and (2.13), respectively, then the series (2.9) defines a solution U(x, y, t) of problem (1.1)-(1.4). 
Remark 2. Note that we have used the hypothesis (1.5) in the following points; first of all, the 
invertibility has been used to determine coefficients di, j and we cannot remove this condition. 
The symmetry of A has been used to ensure that the index of each of its real eigenvalues i  one. 
If we remove this hypothesis, then expression (2.15) is not true and by applying [6, Theorem 8, p. 
559], derivatives of COS(t)~kt)i,j) and sin(t)~kVi.j) appear with respect o the variable t and bounds 
of (3.1) are not satisfied. Also, if A is not symmetric, then some eigenvalue of A can be complex 
and then bounds (2.17) are not true. If we assume that A is not symmetric but its eigenvalues are 
real numbers, then Theorem 1 is true if we require that the functions f (x ,  y) and g(x, y) admit 
continuous partial derivatives of higher order than the ones assumed in (1.6). 
Under the conditions of Theorem 1, and if the eigenvalues of matrix A are computable, then 
the general term of the series solution U(x, y, t) defined by (2.9), (2.12) and (2.13) is available, 
at least when the dimension m of the problem is not large. In the following section we consider 
the problem of obtaining approximate solutions which do not involve the computation of 
eigenvalues. 
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Finally, 
computed in the following way. If the distinct eigenvalues of A are ~kl, ~2,-- - ,  ~ks, then 
S 
I-I (A -X j I )  
j=l,j4=k 
E(Xk) = s , k= l ,2  . . . . .  s, (2.18) 
H (xk- x,) 
j=l,j4=k 
see [11, Chapter 9] for details. 
Example 3. Let us consider the coupled initial-value problem in R 3 defined by (1.1)-(1.4), where 
a = b = ~r and f= (f l ,  f2, f3) T, g = (gl, g2, g3) T, with 
[1 1 0] f/(x, y )=s in  x sin y, i=1 ,  2, 3, 
A=[ ;  -1  0], (2.19) 
0 2 & (x' y )=cosxs in  y, i=1 ,2 ,3 .  
An easy computation shows that the spectrum o(A) is the set {2, 21/2, --21/2 } and from (2.18) 
we have 
Note that 
it is interesting to recall that the spectral projections E()~,), can be explicitly 
in this example we have vi. j = (i2 +j2)1/2, and from (2.15) we have 
cos(tAvi, ,) = cos(2tvi,,)E(2) + cos(21/2tv,,j)E(21/2) + cos(21/ztvi,j)E( - 21/2), 
sin(tAv, o ) = sin(2tv,,,)E(2) + sin(21/2tvi,,)E(21/2) - sin(a1/2tvi,,)E( - 21/2), 
where the projections E(2), E(21/2) and E( -  21/2) have been computed in (2.20). 
From (2.12) and (2.13) an easy computation yields 
c1,1= , ci,j=O, i> l ,  j> l ,  dij--O, i>/1, j>~l ,  
and from Theorem 1 a solution of the initial-boundary value problems is given by 
U(x, y, t)=sin(xI)  
= sin(xI) 
= sin(x/) 
sin(yI) cos(21/2tA )Cal 
sin(yI)(cos(2t21/2)E(2) + cos(2t)[ E(21/2) + E( -  21/2)] } 
sin(yI){cos(2t2172)E(2) + cos(Zt ) ( I -  E(2))} Cl1 
=sin(x / )  sin(yI){[cos(2t21/2)-cos(2,)]E(2) + cos(2t)I} , 
where E(2) is defined by (2.20). 
(2.20) 
(2.21) 
-21/2 -2+21/2 i] 
E(2'/2)=4( 1_121/2 ) -2+21/2  5 -3X21/z  , 
0 0 
1 [ i] 
E( -21 /2)=4(1+21/2) -2 ;  21/2 4+3X21/20 ' 
E(2) = I -  E(21/21 - E(-21/2) .  
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Remark 4. Although in practice sometimes the condition (1.6) imposed on the functions f (x,  y) 
and g(x, y) is not necessary to ensure the convergence of the series (2.9), (2.12), (2.13), we need 
to assume this condition because when we apply the Fourier's series theory to determine the 
coefficients c~,j and d~,j, first of all we have to extend both functions f and g, periodically to the 
rectangle [ -a ,  a] x [ -b ,  b], to produce odd functions with respect o both variables, and then, 
if the extended functions are not continuous when continued periodically, we cannot ensure that 
coefficients ci,j, di, j satisfy (2.14), but only that I dcjl is upper bounded by terms of the type 
a /3 o~ T -- :+--:+-=. +. . .  +- -  
t j ~j (/j)3 ' 
see [17, Remark 7, p.71]. This is the reason why we require that functions f and g and their 
derivatives coincide on the boundary of the rectangle [0, a] x [0, b] and that they vanish in order 
to get continuous odd periodic extensions of them. 
3. Approximate solutions, accuracy and error bounds 
In this section we are interested in the answers to the following questions: 
(i) Which is the error when the series (2.9), (2.12), (2.13) is approximated via truncation? 
(ii) Which is the error when we truncate the series (2.9) and furthermore, we replace 
cos(tAl,~,j) and sin(tApi, j) by the qth partial sum of their Taylor series? 
(iii) How can we truncate the series (2.9), (2.12), (2.13), so that the approximation error will be 
smaller than a prefixed positive number c? 
Note that from (2.15), for any value of t >1 0 and for any value of p~.j defined by (2.8), it 
follows that 
where 
Ilsin(tA~,,.j) ll <~mp(A), Ilcos(tA~,,,j) ll <~mp(A), (3.1) 
o(A) ---max{ II E(•k)II; 1 <~k<~rn}. (3.2) 
Given a positive number ~, from (2.14) there exist positive integers i 0, J0 such that 
' (3.3) E E ( I c , , j l+ ld , .y l )<  E E (/j)-3 rap(A)" 
i=io j=io i>~io J>~Jo 
Thus, if we denote by U(i o, Jo) the finite series 
U(i 0, J0) = Y'~ ~ sm['[i~rXI~sin(J~-~l){cos(tApij)cij+sin(tAvij)dij},----a--) . . . .  (3.4) 
i<io J<Jo 
then for any triple (x, y, t) in [0, a] X [0, b] X [0, oo[, it follows that 
II U(x, y, t) - U(i o, jo)(X, y, t) II ~ , .  (3.5) 
This answers question (i), but note that U(i o, Jo) has the numerical inconvenience of the 
computation of matrices cos(tA~,~.j) and sin(tAvi.j), because complete information about the 
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eigenvalues Xk of matrix A is required. Next, we are interested in answering question (ii). From 
[8, Theorem 11.2-4, p.390] and from (3.1), it follows that 
c°s(tAvi j) L ( -1 )  h (tApi'j)2h m2p(A) 
' - ,=o </TqZ t' 
q (tAg, j )2h+l  mZp (A) 
sin( tAvi,j) - hZ2,o= ( -1 )  h ~-~~+~).v < (~qT~!  " 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
Thus, if in the expression of U(io, J0) given by (3.4), we replace the matrices cos(tAv~,j) and 
sin(tAra,j) by the corresponding q th partial sums of their Taylor series expansions, we obtain the 
approximation 
 o,oq (i i) 
U( io, Jo, q )( x, y, t ) =- ~'~ E E sin - -  sin 
i=1  j= l  h=0 
[ . x2h+l  , 
×(_1). (2h)! + (2h+l)! (3.8) 
and the error 
Ilg(io, Jo ) (x ,y , t ) -g ( io ,  Jo, q ) (x ,y , t ) l [<~ (Ici, j l  + Idia I) (2q+ 1)! " 
i=  j= l  
(3.9) 
Hence, if we take the value of q such that 
/ / (2q+l ) !>~,  -1 E ( [c , , j l+ldi , j [ )  m2p(A), (3.10) 
\ i=l j=l  
then, from (3.5) and (3.9), it follows that 
II U(x, y, t) - U(i o, Jo, q)(x, y, t)II < 2e, 
for any triple (x, y, t) in [0, a] × [0, b] × [0, o~[. 
Thus the following result has been proved. 
Theorem 5. Let us consider the initial-value problem (1.1)-(1.4), where A is a matrix in R mXm 
satisfying (1.5) and f (x ,  y), g(x, y) satisfy (1.6). Let c > 0 be a fixed positive number and let 
iv, Jo be chosen so that condition (3.3) is satisfied where p(A) is defined by (3.2). I f  q is the 
smallest positive integer satisfying condition (3.10), then the finite series U(io, Jo, q) defined by 
(3.8) is an approximate solution of the exact solution U defined in Theorem 1, and the error 
II U-  U(io, Jo, q) II is uniformly bounded by 2c, for all triples (x, y, t) in the domain [0, a] X 
[o, b] x [0, oo[. 
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